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ABSTRACT
An electromechanical surface damping (EMSD) technique is proposed. This
technique combines two surface damping methods, the shunted piezoelectric-ceramic
damping with the viscoelastic constrained layer damping (CLD). The damping
contribution of the shunted piezoelectric intends to enhance the effective frequency
range of the CLD. Piezoelectric ceramics provide similar damping characteristics to
viscoelastic material when they are shunted with resonant electrical networks. A
resonant shunting circuit provides the opportunity of tuning (shifting) the effective
damping range of the piezoelectric into an arbitrary frequency, enhancing the damping
at the vicinity of such frequency. Also, the EMSD technique proposes the use of a
multiple resonant network to shunt the piezoelectric ceramic. This concept enhances
simultaneously the effective damping range at the vicinity of multiple and selected
frequencies. This thesis assesses the dynamic behavior of a simple structure under
EMSD treatment and it studies the effectiveness of multiple tuning also. A cantilever
beam-like structure is adopted as a case study and a typical oscillator with two
resonant networks has been selected to shunt the piezoelectric-ceramic. A
viscoelastic material is attached on the structure and constrained by the piezoelectric
ceramic. The EMSD is tuned to two natural frequencies of the main structure and its
effectiveness in suppressing two vibration peaks simultaneously is evaluated. This
study provides insight into the use of shunting networks of higher order. The
constitutive equations of the EMSD differential element are developed and a finite
element solution is obtained. Finally, the EMSD is optimized to find effective tuning
parameters.
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LIST OF SYMBOLS
X EMSD axial (horizontal) direction
y EMSD vertical direction
V shear
V, applied voltage in /-direction
M moment
P piezoelectric axial force
or energy state variable
b EMSD width
or residual vector
X piezoelectric shear force
P mass density
or non-dimensional frequency
A beam cross section area
m EMSD element mass
or mass matrix
H EMSD element mass per unit of length
or electrical stiffness ratio
or mass ratio
I moment of inertia
Ir electrical current in a resistor
Ip electrical current in the piezoelectric
a angular acceleration
or tuning parameter
a constant of the EMSD element geometry
h height
VII
y shearing strain
or non-dimensional frequency
0 beam neutral axis slope
0, Wangle
1, i* length
L electrical inductance
u piezoelectric axial deformation
G modulus of rigidity
ef piezoelectric strain due to bending
e dec piezoelectric strain due to electrical field
e
r dielectric constant of the piezoelectric
E, vector of
/"'
applied field [volts/meters]
or young modulus or equivalent mechanical impedance ofmaterial ith
or storage modulus
Di vector of electrical displacements (charge/area)
Sk = Sij, vector of engineering strains
Tk = Tj, vector of material stresses [force/area]
s Laplace parameter
s
compliance term of the shunted piezoelectric
S, piezoelectric surface area
dij coupling term ofmechanical-electrical energy transformation
D, electrical charge density in
i'h direction
Q, electrical charge in
i'h direction
Y/ shunted piezoelectric admittance
ZEL
electrical impedance of the shunting circuit
ZME
equivalent mechanical impedance of the shunted piezoelectric
VIII
K(j electromechanical coupling coefficient
or stiffness matrix
G uniaxial stress
5 uniaxial strain
or Delta Dirac function
or non-dimensional frequency magnitude
F applied force
"u strain velocity
TI loss factor
ci electrical capacitance
R electrical resistance
8 non-dimensional frequency magnitude
or optimization function
n modified electrical damping ratio
N electrical impedance numerator
A part of the electrical impedance denominator
P non-dimensional frequency magnitude
CO frequency
0)o tuning frequency
<J>, shape function
4*, shape function
S a damping parameter
/ frequency
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INTRODUCTION
Chapter I
Piezoelectric ceramics, shunted with electrical networks, provide similar damping
characteristics to viscoelastic materials, as shown in Figure 1-1.
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Figure 1-1: Dynamic characteristic for a typical shunted piezoelectric.
Among other applications, piezoelectric ceramic damping can be used also to reduce the
vibration amplitude of a structure. A resonant shunting circuit can also be used to modify
the electromechanical properties of the piezoelectric. Also, it allows the damping
characteristic to be frequency dependent. The effective damping range of a shunted
piezoelectric ceramic can be shifted into an arbitrary frequency range by tuning the
resonant shunting circuit to this range, Figure 1-2.
Chapter I
Viscoelastic materials are more often applied to reduce vibration amplitudes than
piezoelectric ceramics. The damping characteristics of viscoelastic materials are frequency
dependent also, but the effective damping range is fixed and predetermined in the
frequency domain by its inherent material properties. The constrained layer damping
(CLD) method improves the application of viscoelastic materials in reducing vibration
peaks by adding a constrained device on the viscoelastic layer.
Figure 1-2: Shifting the effective damping range of a typical shunted piezoelectric.
The electromechanical surface damping (EMSD) technique combines the viscoelastic
constrained layer damping (CLD) with a shunted piezoelectric ceramic. The EMSD
objective is to tune the shunted piezoelectric damping to the vicinity of multiple or
selected natural frequencies in order to suppress various vibration peaks. The EMSD
Chapter I
proposes to constrain the viscoelastic layer with a shunted piezoelectric ceramic using an
electrical circuit ofmultiple resonant networks, Figure 1-3.
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Figure 1-3: Proposed EMSD technique using multiple resonant shunting circuits.
This approach attempts to improve and enhance the effective damping of the CLD
technique. Piezoelectrics with shunting circuits ofmultiple (high order) resonant networks
provide as many effective damping ranges as many resonant networks, Figure 1-4.
This application is the analog of the typical auxiliary mass damper or dynamic absorber,
where kinetic energy of the main system is transferred into an auxiliary mechanical system.
The mechanical properties of the auxiliary system are tuned to the natural frequency of the
main system to suppress a vibration peak in the vicinity of a resonant frequency.
INon-dimensional frequency
Figure 1-4: Various damping ranges generated by using multiple resonant shunting circuits.
The EMSD approach uses electrical networks as multiple auxiliary systems that allow
simultaneous tuning to various natural frequencies. Also, it allows the mechanical energy
of motion to be converted into electrical energy by the piezoelectric ceramic, which can be
partially dissipated by the shunting device.
This thesis assesses the dynamic behavior of a simple structure under the
electromechanical surface damping (EMSD) treatment. The effectiveness of tuning
multiple resonant networks simultaneously is studied by implementing a typical oscillator,
with two resonances, as the shunting device. This study provides insight into the use of
shunting networks of higher order. A cantilever beam-like structure is adopted as the case
Chapter I
of study. The EMSD treatment is implemented along one tenth of the beam length from
its base to reduce the additional weight, Figure 1-5.
Figure 1-5: Cantilever beam with EMSD treatment using a second order resonant
circuit as the shunting devise.
BACKGROUND
The electromechanical properties of piezoelectric ceramics make them very attractive for a
variety of applications. They are capable of producing an electrical field under strain
converting mechanical energy into electrical energy and vice versa; they produce strains
under the presence of an electrical field. Jaffe and Cook [1] studied the electromechanical
properties of a wide rage of piezoelectric crystals and developed empirical and analytical
models to couple their mechanical and electrical properties. Hagood and von Flotow [2]
investigated how the mechanical energy is dissipated using a piezoelectric material with a
passive shunting circuit. Their investigation concluded that piezoelectric materials,
.
Chapter I
shunted with a passive electrical device, provide similar damping characteristics as
viscoelastic materials. This study showed that shunted piezoelectric damping is effective
in suppressing vibration peak amplitudes that can be targeted with the proper tuning of the
shunting device. The mechanical impedance derivation for a shunted piezoelectric using
an electrical circuit of a single resonant network was presented also. Crawley and de Luis
[3] presented an analytical model to predict the dynamic response of structures treated
with piezoelectric actuators using an active shunting circuit. Crawley and de Luis also
utilized a cantilever beam-like structure as a case of study, as did Hagood and von Flotow
[2]. Browing and Wynn [4] extended the shunted piezoelectric application to the
vibration of elastic plates. They also limited their study to the implementation of passive
shunting circuits as in Hagood and Von Flotow [2]. Browing and Wynn [4] suggested
that the high cost and the elaborate implementation associated with the required control of
closed loop shunting make the passive shunting more attractive for simple applications.
The implementation of viscoelastic materials as a surface damping method has been
investigated also. Mead and Markus [6] studied the dynamic response of a three-layer
sandwich beam by developing a six order differential equation model. They extended this
application to forced vibration by relating the mode of external loading to the inertia
loading magnitude. Tomlinson [5] also presents the application of viscoelastic materials in
shear damping or constrained layer damping (CLD). He showed that the ability to
optimize such a concept of damping is very difficult when the system is submitted to
abrupt temperature changes. This often constitutes a failure of CLD techniques since
Chapter I
viscoelastic materials are very often temperature dependent, but nevertheless they are still
an attractive damping alternative for a wide range of temperature environments.
This thesis investigates the possibility of enhancing the effective damping range of the
CLD by using a shunted piezoelectric ceramic as the constraining element onto the
viscoelastic layer. This intends not only to enhance the CLD but also to add a safety
factor to the method. The piezoelectric damping would still suppress the vibration peak
amplitudes for specific temperature ranges where the CLD fails and vice versa; the
viscoelastic passive damping would still exist in case the shunted piezoelectric failed. The
concept enhances the life of the piezoelectric material since the viscoelastic layer protects
the brittle piezoelectric ceramic from impacts. Shen [7] employed an active shunting
device to control the piezoelectric dynamic behavior and he coupled it with the passive
damping characteristic of the CLD.
IPROCEDURE
This thesis investigation began with a literature search of the subject. Journal publications,
technical reports and textbooks were reviewed to assess the technology in the field.
The technique of coupling the CLD with the shunted piezoelectric (using multiple tuning)
was proposed and defined as electromechanical surface damping (EMSD). A cantilever
beam-like structure was selected as a case study to implement the EMSD technique. The
EMSD differential element was defined and its constitutive equations were derived. The
kinematics of the element were analyzed also to support the derivation. The EMSD
differential equation was solved by using the finite element method and the frequency
response was obtained as a function of the loss factors and storage modulus of the
piezoelectric and viscoelastic layer. The generalized mechanical impedance (equivalent
stiffness of the shunted piezoelectric) was derived to define the loss factor and storage
modulus of the shunted piezoelectric. A viscoelastic material was selected and its
empirical loss factor and storage modulus equations were used in the analysis.
A passive electrical oscillator with two resonant networks was implemented to shunt the
piezoelectric. This created an EMSD element that can be tuned to two frequencies
simultaneously, targeting two vibration peaks. The EMSD equivalent stiffness using this
multiple tuning network was derived and its characteristic behavior was studied. The
EMSD was tuned to the first and second natural frequencies of the main structure and its
Chapter I
effectiveness in suppressing two vibration peaks simultaneously was evaluated. The
investigation also considered tuning using the second and third natural frequencies.
The characteristics of a typical dynamic absorber were first studied to assist in the
optimization of EMSD treatments. An optimization algorithm was developed and refined
using this analogous, but simpler, equation. The finite element solution (frequency
response) for the EMSD treatment was then optimized by using the optimization
algorithm.
Finally, conclusions and recommendations were made based on the results presented in
this investigation.
FORMAT
This first chapter contains background information relevant to the subject of this
investigation. The overall procedures are outlined and the investigation is presented in
thesis format. Chapter II presents the EMSD differential element, its kinematics
relationships and the derivation of its constitutive equations. Chapter HI presents the
constitutive equation for an isotropic linear piezoelectric and explains the Hagood and von
Flotow [2] procedure to derive the generalized mechanical impedance (equivalent
stiffness) for the shunted piezoelectric. Chapter IV presents three types of passive
10
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shunting circuits: pure resistive, resonant one degree of freedom and resonant two
degrees of freedom systems. Their respective contributions to the shunted piezoelectric
are presented also. Chapter V presents the finite element solution for the EMSD element.
The finite element is defined and its inertial, stiffness, and residual matrices are derived.
The corresponding matrices are presented also for the untreated beam elements. Chapter
VI presents the optimization of the EMSD treatments. The optimum tuning parameters
are obtained and the power spectrum is evaluated. Chapter VII presents the major
findings, conclusions, and recommendations based on the investigation done in this thesis.
References are listed immediately after Chapter VII. Appendix A provides more detailed
information on the computer tools used in this investigation, and Appendix B contains the
relevant results of this investigation.
11
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CHAPTER II
EMSD DIFFERENTIAL ELEMENT
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Chapter II
Differential EMSD Element and Constitutive Equations
The viscoelastic constrained layer and the piezoelectric ceramic are combined in the
differential element, Figure 2-1.
M V
-dx
V+~<k ) M+V>
<?M
v t
dx
width =b
Figure 2-1: EMSD differential element. A viscoelastic material is attached to a beam-like
structure and it is constrained by the piezoelectric material.
A cantilever beam-like structure has been adopted for developing this electromechanical
surface damping (EMSD) technique. Viscoelastic layers are attached to the structure
surface and constrained by a piezoelectric ceramic film on each side of the system.
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Chapter II
The system is bent relative to an axis perpendicular to the x-y plane, and the internal forces
(axial, shear and moment) are evaluated in the cross sections at x = x and x = x + dx.
The only axial force considered in the element is the axial force P, which is generated by
the electromechanical properties of the piezoelectric ceramic. The piezoelectric ceramic
properties are discussed in Chapter III. The internal axial forces in the main structure are
not considered because they cancel each other under pure moment in a beam-like
structure.
The action of the piezoelectric is transmitted through the viscoelastic constrained layer
into the main structure. The axial force P causes a shear force x in the viscoelastic
material and is presented in Figure 2-2.
p t
,> H
^ dx
<?M,
M,+ 'dxH
dx
\3c d dp jJK\ P+ dx
1 \ dX
K+ -dx
dx
Piezoelectric
T
Figure 2-2: Piezoelectric free body diagram.
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From the piezoelectric free body diagram,
5>*=0
o x
From the differential EMSD element,
d>y
where dm is the mass of the element,
, d y . . d y d y .dm - = pAdx j- = \i j- dx
dt dt dt
and \x is the mass per unit length,
\i = pA.
Therefore Eq. (2.2) becomes
d x dt
II
-P + P + ^-dx-rbdx = 0
ox
dP
-rb = 0. (2.1)
J^Fy=dm^ (2.2)
OX OU
3V
- -& a.3)
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Considering the moments on the EMSD element,
]Tm = la
and since I is very small for a thin-light structure, then
and
., .,
dM
, ,, dx ..dx dV . dx r nM-M dx + V +V + dx P[hl+2h2 +h3\
dx 2 2 ox 2
+ P[hx + 2h2+hJ]+dx[h1 +2h2 +h3]~0
(2.4)
But
ht + 2h2 + h} = 2h7
h, . h,1
+ 1 +
2h2 2h,
= 2h,
{+*h+k3
2hn
= 2h2a
where
a =
l+fh+Jh
2k,
From Eq. (2.4), we have
dM
and 3jc2/2 may be neglected since it is very small relative to the first order terms, then
..
dM nu-dP
V = 2V
ox ox
(2.5)
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Combining Eqs. (2.3) and (2.5) ,
d M OI _d P d y ,~ ,,
- - Ihfl T + \if = 0 . (2.6)
0*X C>JC <7f
The first and third term of Eq. (2.6) constitute the physical quantities associated with a
loaded straight beam under elasticity theory. The term d
2M/dx2 is proportional to the
beam load in the vertical direction, and \i d
2y/dt2
is the vertical acceleration of the element.
Therefore the second term describes the contribution of the piezoelectric on the main
structure. The effect of the axial force P has been coupled into the y-axis by its second
derivative and the 2h2a coefficient. The term dP/dx is defined by Eq. (2.f) and it can be
substituted in Eq. (2.6), but the term xb is still undefined. The shear x can be defined
after considering the kinematics of the EMSD element, which is discussed in the next
section.
17
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Kinematics of the EMSD Element
The shear stress term in Eq. (2.1) is developed in this section to support Eq. (2.6). The
strain in the constrained layer at the piezoelectric surface is represented by Figure 2-3.
Figure 2-3: Right upper corner of the EMSD element under strain.
Since the structure and the piezoelectric are much stiffer than the constrained layer, Euler-
Bernulli beam theory has been adopted for this analysis. This supports the assumption of
18
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perpendicularity between the vertical boundaries of the EMSD element (structure and
piezoelectric) and the neutral axis.
The shearing strain y of the constrained viscoelastic layer at the piezoelectric surface is
1=1
For small angles of beam deflection,
y =
h+k + h + u (2 ?)
and
and
11=11,6 (2.8)
2
l2=^9 (2.9)
and
2
19
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3
2
(2.10)
Combining Eqs. (2.7) - (2.10)
7 =
_ 2
^ + k,+^
e +
r\ h,
where
y = a 6 + -.
2^
Therefore,
OX 2
(2.11)
Multiplying the shearing strain Eq. (2.11) by the rigidity modulus of the viscoelastic
constrained layer, the shear stress x becomes
r = Gy
r = aG^+G_u
d x h,
(2.12)
20
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From Eqs. (2.1) and (2.12)
d x d x r\
(2.13a)
^l = aGb^ +^^-
dx dx r\ dx
(2.13b)
Another form of d 2P/dx2 could be obtained from the stress formula for an axially loaded
beam,
where
P = oA3
rj = E3(e-ew<c)
and e is the strain due to bending and e dec is the strain of the piezoelectric generated by
its response under the presence of an electrical field.
Since
then
d u
P = E3A3
d u
~elec (2.13c)
dP_
d x
= E3A3
f^2 ^
o u
ydx j
21
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d2P . (d\^
rJ#-,A.
2 *^3' *3 3
d x
(2.14)
Therefore Eqs. (2.13b) and (2.14) are equivalents. Either of these two equations could be
applied to Eq.(2.6) for simplification. The term 3 2M/9jc2 in Eq.(2.6) is simplified also by
using the governing differential equation for the elastic curve;
d2y _ M(x) (2.15)
dx EI
The total moment M(x) is the addition of each individual moment,
iH? a x
Utilizing viscoelastic materials with Young's Modulus E2 much less stiffer than the
piezoelectric and the structure, and since the moment of inertia I2 is very small for
viscoelastic film, the moment can be expressed as
M(x) = EI^-4 (2.16)
d x
where
EI = ET, + E3I3 .
Finally using Eqs. (2.16), (2.14) and assuming EI constant, Eq. (2.6) becomes
22
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1^4-2/^^44 +^ = 0 (2.17)dx dx dt
or using Eq. (2.13) instead (2.14) , Eq. (2.6) becomes,
ill. _ iu ^nu fLjL-ixrzhiLa + nily-
dx dt7
El^-2h2a2Gb^4-2aGb^- ^- = 0. (2.18)
Either differential Eq. (2.17) or (2.18), will govern the dynamics of the EMSD element.
23
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CHAPTER III
PIEZOELECTRIC MODEL
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Chapter III
Piezoelectric Constitutive Equations
The effective mechanical impedance for the piezoelectric element shunted by an arbitrary
electric circuit is discussed by Hagood and von Flotow [2]. A rectangular geometry is
assumed for the piezoelectric material and a typical case is presented in Figure 3-1.
j J
?
I3 (applied) x3
+ n >u
V3 ( applied)
. Polling
T 3 Stress Direction f3 F,,eld,,( applied)
jig - :
'.'
'
'
*^
v^
.
>^ #
* \ IP^
.'\ x2
;'.
""""""" T" ""'7',jJ
S^-*Z\ \ ^u
** Xi *- l2 deformed
shape
Figure 3-1: Piezoelectric ceramic shunted in the x3-direction.
Figure 3-1 shows the top and bottom surfaces electrodes, and each area A, is
perpendicular to xt -axis.
A constitutive expression for an isotropic linear piezoelectric is adopted from Jaffe and
Cook [1] as,
25
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~D
S
=
e d
y Ed s
~E
T
(3.1a)
where,
Di is the vector of electrical displacements (charge/area)
Sk = Sy is the engineering strains tensor represented in a vector form (k= 1,2, 6)
Ei is the vector of applied field [volts/meters]
Tk = Ty is the material stresses tensor [force/area] represented in a vector form
(k= 1,2, 6)
and i,j = 1,2,3.
The first constitutive property of the piezoelectric material is the dielectric constant
conductivity matrix e tj . It transforms the applied field into electrical (charge)
displacements, and its components e , are measured under constant stresses. The matrix is
expressed as
Kl o
0
0 0
0
0 .:
(3.1b)
The compliance matrix sf} is the second constitutive property, which relates stresses with
engineering strains. It is composed of the elastic constants of the piezoelectric-ceramic
material and is measured under constant electric field (i.e., short circuit, Figure 3-1).
26
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For isotropic material and symmetry in the xi and x2 directions, the matrix becomes.
['] =
sn
E
*13
0
0
0
J12
E
sn
E
sl3
0
0
0
J13
E
*13
E
*33
0
0
0
0
0
0
E
0
0
0
0
0
0
E
0
0
0
0
0
0
E
V
(3.1c)
The third constitutive property d{j is the most particular term of the piezoelectric ceramics.
It maps the mechanical energy into electrical energy by relating strain to the applied field.
This matrix can be expressed as
[d] =
0 0 0 0 dl5 0
0 0 0 ^15 0 0
d31 ^31 ^33 0 0 0
(3.1d)
The subscript i in dij refers to the electrical axis and j refers to the mechanical axis, so that
dn relates the strain in xi due to the electric field in Xi .
dt is the transpose of d.
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Shunted Piezoelectric Generalized Mechanical Impedance
The concepts of electrical displacement D, and electric field E, in Eq. (3.1) are
transformed into most typical terms, current and voltage, enabling the system impedance
derivation. Using the definitions from reference [19], we have
Vi=V0-Vu = \L'E*dx, (3.2)J 0
Q=jsD*dS, (3.3)
where D, is the charge density (electrical displacement) and E, is the electric field. Figure
3-2 presents both vectors on a piezoelectric element.
Assuming the field and electrical displacement on the surface are uniform, two linear
relationships are obtained from Eqs. (3.2) and (3.3). These are
V, = E I
Q = D*Ai
and their transforms in Laplace domain are (where
"s" is the Laplace variable)
Vi(s)=E(s)*Li (3.4a)
Q{S)=D{s)*AJ . (3.4b)
28
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j E
/
- A,
'/ ">*
k
0
dXt Li
ds,
1
G(L.M)
Figure 3-2: Piezoelectric ceramic element.
Since the current is I(s) = s Q(s),
I,{s) = sD{s)*A, (3.5)
Finally, Eq. (3.1a) of the piezoelectric ceramic is transformed into the Laplace transform
domain and combined with Eqs. (3.4) and (3.5) obtaining
sAL e sAd
d s
(3.6)
where L and A are diagonal matrixes of the lengths L, and areas A, , respectively.
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The elements of the upper-left partition of the generalized compliance matrix in Eq. (3.6),
constitute the open circuit admittance matrix of the piezoelectric material in Figure 3-1.
These admittances are expressed as
Y. = sCP (s) = s ' - . (3.7)
Where CTP is the piezoelectric electrical capacitance between surfaces perpendicular to
the /-direction measured at constant stress. Therefore Eq. (3.6) becomes
YD(S) sAd
d s
(3.8)
for the active circuit in Figure 3-1.
A shunting circuit can be incorporated also between the electrodes to modify the
piezoelectric behavior. For this purpose we consider the model proposed by Hagood and
von Flotow [2] for uniaxial shunting presented in Figure 3-3.
The inherent admittance
Y (s) of the piezoelectric is modified by adding the admittance
Yu (s) of the shunting circuit. The result is the total electrical admittance,
30
[*"()]=[*"(.)]+[*"(.)].
III
(3.9)
which relates the voltage and current of the shunted piezoelectric circuit. The total
electrical admittance
F5 L(s) is a diagonal matrix, since F (s) is also assumed diagonal,
and frequency dependent.
Force, F
+
Current, L
piU u
Voltage,
vt
z>;
velocity,
t)i i|i cPi- Z>)
n nU
*
Figure 3-3: Uniaxial coupling model for the shunted piezoelectric ceramic.
The governing equation for the shunted piezoelectric can be expressed now as
YbL{s) sAd
j' E
d s
(3.10)
where the electrical impedance matrix is equal to the inverse of the electrical admittance,
31
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%)} =
[rL(s)}'
.
The mechanical compliance that relates the stress and strain vectors is derived now by
solving simultaneously within Eq. (3.10) for voltages and strains,
ZEL
I / - ZL] [Ad] s T
/ -d'LlZELsAd T + [d'LlZEL] I .
(3.11)
(3.12)
Equation (3.12) describes the modified stiffness of the shunted piezoelectric. It modifies
the passive stiffness of the system by introducing damping through the mechanical
compliance
[sSU] = [sE-d'LlZELsAd]. (3.13)
This compliance is frequency dependent and its storage and loss moduli can be tunable if
ZEL is a resonance circuit. Moreover, it can be tuned simultaneously to two or more
frequencies by using a resonant shunting circuit with multiples degree of freedom.
The non-dimensional electrical impedance is defined, using Eq. (3.7) and
[Zt(s)] = 0 for short circuit and
[zD(s)] = \cTps\ for open circuit.
32
Therefore,
where
and
[Z-] = [Z-][Z->]'=K+Yf'<
j
el, \
_ J 0 fr short circuit
[l for open circuit
III
(3.14)
0<Z%)<1.
The mechanical compliance is expressed now as
[/"} = [/- d'L^.
T'
d (3.15)
or
SVH
dMZ3 d3xZ3 d3ld33Z3 0 0 0
d3izs d31Z3 d3xd33Z3 0 0 0
"3133^3 d3ld33Z3 d33Z3 0 0 0
0 0 0
T
G3ei
r>
2
d\5Z\ 0 0
0 0 0 0
T
e3e
r1 2
J15Z, 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
. (3.16)
The general compliance of the piezoelectric, Eq. (3.16), relates stresses and strains for an
arbitrary electrode axis and elastic boundary conditions. The lower-half (3 x 3) partition ij
of Eq. (3.16) shows that only shear terms are affected if the electric field is applied in the
perpendicular direction to axis 1 or 2. On the other hand, only non-shear terms are
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affected if the field is applied in direction (3). For the sake of simplicity, the EMSD
element described in Chapter II, Figure 2-1, is submitted to uniaxial loading and
electroding in one direction for shunting. The electroding is on y-axis surface , Figure 2-1
(3-direction in Figure 3-1). For uniaxial loading, say/''direction, only one term of the
compliance matrix in Eq. (3.16) contributes to the deformation and is written as
TjEL 2
SV E Z,, Oy
sjj =sjj r- <3-17a)
grouping terms,
SV E
( A1 \d-^zEL
E T "-"i
SJj e-' J
(3.17b)
where
2
d2
k2=-^T (3.18)
sjj ei
represents the percentage of mechanical strain energy that is converted into electrical
energy (and vice versa) and ky is the electromechanical coupling coefficient.
Therefore, Eq. (3.17) is expressed as
Notice that
s
=
(l-k3lZEL ) and k3i= kn ; where E is the Young's Modulus of theE
piezoelectric ceramic.
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Finally, the mechanical impedance of the shunted piezoelectric is derived considering the
effort and flow variable, force and velocity respectively, see Figure 3-3. For the case of
linear uniaxial loading (stress-strain) relationship,
S>=7L- (3-20)
Multiplying both sides by A/ , we obtain
A;<5
Fu = -if (3.21)
sjjLj
and since time dependent displacement and velocity variables are related in the Laplace
domain as
5u(s) =^ (3.22)
then
F{') = 4j-A') = Z?('M) (3.23)
where
,ME ,Kis) =4f 0.24a)
SjjLjS
is the mechanical impedance of the piezoelectric.
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Using the same principle as in Eqs. (3.20) - (3.23), the shunted mechanical impedance is
defined as,
Finally, the non-dimensionalized mechanical impedance is written as,
ySV I \ i
_
i 2
7ME(A- * ^ ' = ij (3 25a)
" [S)~ZSU( (s) l-k2ZEL(s) { }j] (open) \ I y i \ /
and since,
el, x [0 for short circuit
Z Is) = i[I for open circuit
then
i^<zn,)<i.
Since Z (s) represents a complex mechanical stiffness of the shunted piezoelectric, it
can be expressed in complex terms such as storage modulus E^. (co) and loss factor
rjjj (co) , where
Zf(5)=E(l + ifJ(fl)>-) (3.25b)
and
E>) = Re(zf(s)) (3.25c)
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Im (Zf(,))
w=-tw (325d)
The non-dimensional mechanical impedance,
Z
(s) , depends on the non-dimensional
electrical impedance Z, (s) . If the piezoelectric shunting circuit (resistive or resonant)
has non-zero impedance, the electrical and, therefore, the mechanical impedances will be
frequency dependent due to the inherent capacitance of the piezoelectric. The non-
dimensional mechanical impedance can be resonant and frequency dependent also, if the
electrical impedance is resonant and frequency dependent.
Resistive shunting causes the piezoelectric material to behave as a viscoelastic material,
but much stiffer and more independent of temperature [2]. Resonant shunting allows us to
optimally tune the electrical resonance to the structure resonance by suppressing the
vibration amplitudes around these natural frequencies.
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CHAPTER IV
SHUNTING MECHANICAL IMPEDANCE
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Resistive Shunting Mechanical Impedance
The idea of shunting the piezoelectric with a resistive element is to increase the loss factor
of the mechanical impedance. This increases mechanical energy dissipation via electric
energy through the resistor. Figure 4-1 shows the resistive shunting circuit.
Figure 4- 1 : Piezoelectric ceramic with a pure resistive circuit.
For an open circuit,
r J'i
dt
or Vl(s) = ^=Ii(s)Z(s)
sC
and the electrical impedance for an open circuit becomes
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stn
(4.1)
For the resistive shunted circuit, using Kirchhoff's current law,
i resistor piezo
'
R, " dt
in Laplace transform domain
/*(*) = KM
1
+ r?sC.
Vi(s)
zrw
and the electrical impedance for the shunting circuit becomes
( l v
' v ' r> "' (4.2)
Therefore the non-dimensional electrical impedance for the resistive shunting circuit is
expressed using Eqs. (3.14), (4.1) and (4.2) as
zrwT^ELz, W
zfW
or
zrw
s/?,C
5/?,CPi + 1
(4.3)
substituting Eq. (4.3) in (3.25a) (0)i in s, where i is the complex operator), and introducing
the non-dimensional frequency,
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p, = HCla = ^- (4.4)
we obtain
,2
l + (l-*,y)p,*
Equation (4.5) contains the non-dimensional mechanical impedance as function of the
frequency co.
The non-dimensional expressions for the shunted piezoelectric stiffness and loss factor
become
E=l \2 (4.6a)
l +
(l-*,)p,2
k2p.
1\M> /
'J 'x2 2 (4.6b)
1+1-^ P
Figures 4-2a - 4-2d, show the dynamic behavior of Eqs. (4.6a) and (4.6b) as a function of
the non-dimensional frequency and the electromechanical coefficient. This shows that the
piezoelectric ceramic, shunted with a pure resistive circuit, provide similar dynamic
characteristics to viscoelastic materials. It can be noticed also that as the
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electromechanical coefficient increases (the stiffness decreases and the loss factor
increases) the shunted piezoelectric becomes more viscoelastic-like.
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Figure 4-2a: Stiffness ratio of the piezoelectric-ceramic shunted by a pure resistive circuit. The
piezoelectric stiffness is the real part of the mechanical impedance. The ratio is the shunted stiffness
divided by the stiffness when the shunting device has infinite resistance. k31=0.35
Figure 4-2b: Loss factor of the piezoelectric shunted by a pure resistive circuit (the imaginary part of the
mechanical impedance of the piezoelectric divided by the real part of the same impedance). k31=0.35
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Figure 4-2c: Ratio of the real part (stiffness) of the mechanical impedances (EshUnted /Eopen) as a function of
the non-dimensional frequency p and the electromechanical coefficient Ky.
Figure 4-2d: Loss factor of the piezoelectric shunted with a pure resistive circuit as a function of the non-
dimensional frequency p and the electromechanical coefficient Ky.
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Resonant Shunting Impedance of a Single Degree ofFreedom (DOF)
The piezoelectric shunting using a resonant (LRC) circuit is the analog to a resonant
mechanical absorber. Here resonant mechanical impedance can be tuned to one of the
structural natural frequencies, thereby increasing the modal damping around that
frequency.
The equivalent resonant mechanical impedance for a single degree of freedom (DOF) is
derived by developing the electrical impedance from the circuit in Figure 4-3.
Figure 4-3: Piezoelectric ceramic shunted by a resonant circuit of one degree of freedom.
Kirchhoff s voltage law leads us to
v. = V + V J'
/ resistor inductor
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or in the Laplace transform domain
Vi(s) = RiIz(s) + sLiIz(s) . (4.7)
Applying Kirchhoff s current law,
/<(*)= /,-(*)- Ip(s). (4.8)
The current in the capacitor can be expressed as
I,{s) = selves) . (4.9)
Substituting Eqs. (4.9) and (4.8) in (4.7),
z,c;/ + c;/?,,v i i
r-,EL, ^ LS + R:z< (s) = : r 2 -ft : (4.10)
For the non-dimensional electrical impedance
-fi, , ZEL(s)
and the open circuit impedance
we have
Z< ^ = ^7T (411a)Z, (s)
zDW = TX- (4.11b)
Cps
z (,) = 77^77^TT (4-llc)L,Cps + CpRis+l
T=EL
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and substituting Eq. (4.11c) in (3.25a), the non-dimensional mechanical impedance for a
shunting resonant circuit of a single DOF becomes,
k2
ZT(S) = ! n 2\ 2 % i 21 (412)
Defining the non-dimensional electrical tuning ratio as
8i=u (4.13a)
where the modified electrical resonant frequency
0)e = . } (4.13b)
fitFtf
and con is an arbitrary normalization frequency. The non-dimensional independent
frequency is defined as
7 = g i (4.13c)
where
g = (4.13d)
and the modified electrical damping ratio is
r^clR^l-k2). (4.13e)
The non-dimensional mechanical impedance can be expressed then as
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77ME, \ S;k,
zTH = i- 2 T'y ,, (4-14)
y + r<5,.r, + 5,.
Finally from Eq. (4.14), the expressions for the non-dimensional stiffness and loss
modulus of the piezoelectric shunted with a single DOF resonant circuit are
E=1~f,2 l ' ^
7j = 2 ^feg) (4.15b)
The graphical representation of Eqs. (4.15a) and (4.15b) are illustrated in Figures 4-4a -
4-4h. As in the previous case of pure resistive impedance, the piezoelectric shunted by a
resonant impedance also exhibits similar characteristics as viscoelastic materials, Figures
4-4a and 4-4b. The piezoelectric ceramic, shunted with a resonant circuit, becomes more
viscoelastic-like as the electromechanical coefficient increases (the stiffness decreases and
the loss factor increases), Figures 4-4c and 4-4d. The non-dimensional electrical tuning
ratio has more effect in shifting the effective damping range of the shunted piezoelectric
than in modifying the damping amplitude, Figures 4-4e and 4-4f. Damping amplitude
shows to be more sensitive to changes in the modified electrical damping ratio, Figures
4-4g and 4-4h.
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Figure 4-3a: Stiffness ratio of the piezoelectric shunted by a resonant circuit (1 DOF). The piezoelectric
stiffness is the real part of the mechanical impedance. The ratio is the shunted stiffness divided by the
stiffness when the shunting device has infinity resistance. k3i=0.35, 5=1, r=0.2
Figure 4-3b: Loss factor of the piezoelectric shunted by a resonant (1 DOF) circuit (the imaginary part of
the mechanical impedance of the piezoelectric divided by the real part of the same impedance). k31=0.35,
5=1, r=0.2
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Stiffness Ratio
E(shunted)/E(open)
Figure 4-3c: Ratio of the real part (stiffness) of the mechanical impedance, (Eshun,ed /Eopen),
using the resonant (1 DOF) shunting circuit. The ratio is presented as a function of the non-
dimensional frequency g and the electromechanical coefficient ky. 5=1, r= 0.2
Shunted (1 DOF) piezoceramic
Loss Factor
Figure 4-3d: Loss factor of the piezoelectric shunted with a resonant (1 DOF) circuit as a
function of the non-dimensional frequency g and the electromechanical coefficient ky. 8=1,
r=0.2
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Stiffness Ratio
E(shunted)/E(open)
Figure 4-3e: Ratio of the real part (stiffness) of the mechanical impedance, (E5hunted /Eopen),
using the resonant (1 DOF) shunting circuit. The ratio is presented as a function of the non-
dimensional frequency g and the non-dimensional electrical tuning ratio, 5. k3i=0.35, r= 0.2
Shunted (1 DOF)
piezoceramic
Loss Factor
Figure 4-3f: Loss factor of the piezoelectric shunted with a resonant (1 DOF) circuit as a
function of the non-dimensional frequency g and the non-dimensional electrical tuning ratio, 8.
k31=0.35, r= 0.2
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Stiffness Ratio
E(shunted)/E(open)
Figure 4-3g: Ratio of the real part (stiffness) of the mechanical impedance, (Eshun,ed /Eopen),
using the resonant (1 DOF) shunting circuit . The ratio is presented as a function of the non-
dimensional frequency g and the modified electrical damping ratio, r. k3i=0.35, 8=1
Shunted (1 DOF) piezoceramic
Loss Factor
Figure 4-3h: Loss factor of the piezoelectric shunted with a resonant (1 DOF) circuit as a
function of the non-dimensional frequency g and the modified electrical damping ratio, r,
k31=0.35, 8=1
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Resonant Shunting Impedance Two Degree of Freedom (DOF)
A shunting impedance with two resonant circuits allow us to tune the modal damping
simultaneously to two natural frequencies of the structure. Such tuning can then target
two vibration peaks, decreasing their amplitudes. The modal damping can be improved
also by finding optimum tuning parameters.
A typical resonant circuitry with two DOF has been selected to shunt the piezoelectric and
is presented in Figure 4-4a, and its respective mechanical equivalent is presented in Figure
4-4b.
R. R2
o wv 'OUO^-vvv-000^
Cpj
c2
Vi
pplied)
0
H
T'
"
Sj
Figure 4-4a: Piezoelectric ceramic shunted by a resonant circuit of two degree of freedom.
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Figure 4-4b: Analogous mechanical circuit for the electrical shunting circuit.
Bond diagram and casual assignment sequence are used to derive the governing equations
of the shunting circuit as shown in Figure 4-5.
Figure 4-5: Analogous mechanical circuit for the electrical shunting circuit.
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The governing equation of the shunting circuit is obtained in Laplace transform domain as
% 0
0
0
s + Rt
%
1/
'c,
0
0
-1
o -\
%
s + R,
Q %
[G,(*)l \1{s)]
P2(s) 0
Q3(s) 0
P<(s) 0
(4.16)
where <2, and P{ are the corresponding energy state variables of the bond diagram in
Figure 4-5.
Solving for Ql by using Cramer's Rule,
Qi(*)_N
I(s) A
(4.17)
where N is the numerator and A is the denominator when the rule is applied to Eq. (4. 16).
Therefore,
N = s + Ik + Ei
\ (
2
S +
R Ri^ +U_ + _L
M ^2 ^2^2 ^2M/ M^2^:
5 +
R, + Rn
(4.18)
A = s +
(
rR2 + Rf
U h
3
S +
+
Rl + R2+_R2_
LlL1C2 L^LjCp j LlL2tpL2
R, R2 1 1 1
-i ?- + + +
M ^2 ^2^2 ^2M >M;
(4.19)
From Figure 4-4a, the electrical impedance is expressed as
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z?{s)=m _m_ (4.20)
7'W <V.M
Combining Eqs. (4.20) and (4.17)
^M =(*) ,4.21,
c.
The non-dimensional electrical impedance is expressed now as in Eq. (4.1 la),
z;M ctpa
ZEE(s) =^ (4.22)
Substituting Eq. (4.22) in (3.25a), the non-dimensional mechanical impedance for the
shunted piezoelectric using two DOF is;
kUNs-A)
(4.23a)
A-ktNs
Taking the x3-axis of Figure 3-1 as the planes of the applied voltage (this direction is
equivalent to y-direction in Figure 2-1), the non-dimensional mechanical impedance from
Eq. (4.23a) becomes the non-dimensional effective complex modulus of the piezoelectric
ceramic, E, , that is,
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e! =^ =z ME (4.23b)
Notice that E3 stands for the Young's modulus of the open circuit piezoelectric ceramic
and not for an electric field earlier discussed.
For the sake of simplicity, the following definitions are used;
7 = fi i (i is the complex operator)
P =
ft)
(4.24a)
(4.24b)
ft), ==
c U
^<*o
vffly
Cx ={l-k231)cTP
C, =C2
ri=Q Rt0)0
=
c
(5 }U 2
(4.24c)
(4.24d)
(4.24e)
(4.24f)
(4.24g)
(4.24h)
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Substituting Eqs. (4.18) and (4.19) in Eq. (4.23a), and using Eqs. (4.24a) - (4.24h), the
non-dimensional effective complex modulus of the piezoelectric ceramic can be expressed
as
El(r)=i- tfitf {f+Y$lr2+8l) (4 25)
/+y3(^r2+^/;)+y2(r5>1r5>2+^(l+/i)-rr50+r^(r1+r2(l+^))+^
The storage modulus and loss factor can be expressed now as
E3(G)) = Re(E~;(y)) (4.26)
%{a) =^&' ^
The graphical representation of Eqs. (4.26) and (4.27) is illustrated in Figures 4-6a-4-14.
As in the previous case of a single DOF, the piezoelectric shunted by a two DOF resonant
impedance exhibits similar characteristics as viscoelastic materials. The piezoelectric
shunted by a two DOF impedance has two effective damping ranges, Figures 4-6a and
4-6b. The piezoelectric ceramic, shunted with a resonant circuit of two DOF, becomes
more viscoelastic-like as the electromechanical coefficient increases (the loss factor
increases in both effective ranges), Figure 4-7. The non-dimensional electrical tuning ratio
has more effect in shifting the effective damping ranges of the shunted piezoelectric than in
modifying the two damping amplitudes, Figure 4-8 and so has the electrical stiffness ratio,
Figure 4-10. Damping amplitudes show to be more sensitive to changes in the modified
electrical damping ratio, Figure 4-9.
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Figure 4-6a: Stiffness ratio of the piezoelectric shunted by a resonant circuit (2 DOF). The
piezoelectric stiffness is the real part of the mechanical impedance. The ratio is the shunted
stiffness divided by the stiffness when the shunting device has infinity resistance. k3i=0.3,
5i=52=l,r,=r2=0.05,n=l.
Figure 4-6b: Loss factor of the piezoelectric shunted by a resonant (2 DOF) circuit. The
loss factor is the imaginary part of the mechanical impedance of the piezoelectric divided by
the real part of the same impedance. k31=0.3, 81=82=1, ri=r2=0.05, u=l.
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Shunted (2 DOF)
piezoceramic
Loss Factor
Figure 4-7: Loss factor of the piezoelectric shunted with a resonant (2 DOF) circuit as a function of
the non-dimensional frequency |3 and the electromechanical coefficient k. 81=82=1, ri=r2=0.2, \i=l
Shunted (2 DOF)
piezoceramic
Loss Factor
^on.diroeW
9lona\
frequency,
Figure 4-8: Loss factor of the piezoelectric shunted with a resonant (2 DOF) circuit as a function of
the non-dimensional frequency 3 and the non-dimensional electrical tuning ratio, 8. k=0.5,
8=81=82, ri=r2=0.6, u=l.
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Shunted (2 DOF)
piezoceramic
Loss Factor
ional
frequency, B
Figure 4-9: Loss factor of the piezoelectric shunted with a resonant (2 DOF) circuit as a function ofthe non-dimensional frequency |3 and the modified electrical damping ratio r. k31=0.5,8,=82=l
ri-r2-r, u=l '
Shunted (2 DOF)
piezoceramic
Loss Factor
tfon-
clonal
frequeu^
B
J
Figure 4-10: Loss factor of the piezoelectric shunted with a resonant (2 DOF) circuit as a function
of the non-dimensional frequency P and the electrical stiffness ratio u.. k3i=0.5, 8i=82=l, r,=r =0 4
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Figure 4-11: Loss factor of the piezoelectric shunted with a resonant (2 DOF) circuit as a function of
the non-dimensional frequency and the non-dimensional electrical tuning ratio, 8i. k3i=0.5,
82=0.5, r,=r2=0.6, u.=l.
P
Figure 4-12: Loss factor of the piezoelectric shunted with a resonant (2 DOF) circuit as a function of
the non-dimensional frequency P and the modified electrical damping ratio, r,. k31=0.5, 8i=82=l,
r2=0.2, (i=l.
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Figure 4-13: Loss factor of the piezoelectric shunted with a resonant (2 DOF) circuit as a function of
the non-dimensional frequency P and the non-dimensional electrical tuning ratio, 82. k3i=0.5,
8i=0.5, r,=r2=0.6, u=l.
P
Figure 4-14: Loss factor of the piezoelectric shunted with a resonant (2 DOF) circuit as a function of
the non-dimensional frequency P and the modified electrical damping ratio, r2. k3i=0.5, 8i=82=l,
r,=0.2, (i=l.
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FINITE ELEMENT SOLUTION FOR THE
CONSTITUTIVE EQUATIONS OF THE EMSD
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VFinite Element Method for the Piezoelectric Element
Fhe approximations of the solutions of Eq.(2.18), y(x,t) and u(x,t) are assumed
1=1
4
u{x,t) = ^i{xpi{t)
i= l
(5.2)
Where T, (x) and <P, (jc) are the shape functions; Y, (/) and U, (0 are the nodal
displacements on the EMSD finite element, Figure 5-4
*F.<A
M*\-
d^
,uj$a
?.fc>
A
iM*>*)
->P <*>*)
-^
^
?^
> P^ ti
OIa^e)
h
Figure 5-4: Piezoelectric ceramic shunted by a resonant circuit of two degrees of freedom.
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VThe nodal displacements Y,{t) and U{(t) contain translation as well as rotation
components, such as
Yi{t) = (yuQx,y2fi2)
and
[/, W = (w,,0i,H2,e2).
The components U2 and /4 have been assumed equal to F2 and F4 respectively even
when they are not considered in this analysis.
The approximated solutions 3? (x,t) and u (x,t) are required now to satisfy the differential
Eq. (2.18) by using the weighted-integral sense along the element,
f \.Rdx = 0 (5.3a)J 0
where *F;- is the weight function and R is the residual.
The residual is obtained by substituting the approximated solutions in the governing
differential Eq. (2.18),
ndUVfi) d\%Y) dfoJU,) d20Y)R = El ^ yJ-h2ac ) \i} -c \l ';+// ^ (5.3b)dx dx dx dt
where c = 2aGb
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VSubstituting Eq. (5.3b) in (5.3a),
,4 . 4 ,4 ,4
EIJ VF;Y, v'"Yidx - h2ac\ Y. *V"Ytdx - c J V^ Qfi tdx + H^ Y;j, ^fyk = 0 (5A^
i-l i=l i = t i=l
Equation (5.4) enforces the weighted residuals to vanish. This technique ofmininrizing the
error of the approximated functions within the element is called Galerkin Method [17].
Carrying out the necessary integration by parts, and assuming EI constant,
First term:
EI fV *f;v* =El JV^FAJo iT\ TtJo
= ElWjX'% - J "xX'Xdx
4 4
f A
4
= EI.^ ^'"F; - eit; ,"F; + eiJ y;']r X'Ytdx
Second term:
4 4 4 r /i
*
= 1 1 = 1 !=1
Third term:
4 4 4 ft
-c fVY 4>;e/a = -ct;XW + ?x LWM*J o j-^y ,=I i=i j
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VRearranging Eq. (5.4), we obtain
EIE rAfvyrdx + h^acY Yt \ V;Xdx
i=l J jTf J 0
4
h 4
+ ?X u*j0% *< + *% y,\jj%dx = b,
where
r=i
(5.5)
b,
1=1 '=' (=i l~i
Since
and
then
M = EI^4
M <* m =ei *f;'f;
1=1
*y =
^m _. r_^ ^o,.f/^
%'M-vp.^ + ^A ffX^-Z
V '=i 1=1 hi j
But using Eq. (2.13a)
h =
ox d x
ih
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bj = [t;m - WjQl . (5.6)
Where M is the moment expression of the element at the boundaries and
G = 4^ +2^|i (5.7)
d x d X
is a shear expression at the boundaries.
The term 2ah2dP I dx is in fact a shear expression in Eq. (5.7) as the term
2ah2 d2P I
dx2 is a force expression; already explained in the development of Eq. (2.6).
Equation (5.5) is represented now in its matrix form,
[M]Y + [Kn]Y + [K12]U = bl (5.8)
where
m. = ujj^dx (5.9)
*.. = r\acj "%Xdx + EIJ "%'Xdx (5.10)
kmj=c\hVpidx (5.11)
J o
bu =[fil-%Ql . (5.12)
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VUrn Eq. (5.8) is evaluated now to simplify it. Equations (2.13a) and (2.13c) are
considerated for this purpose,
E3A3
d u
- e
elec
d x
aG b + u
d x h^
p a d_JL 7rrudy Gb n^3A3 2 ~ aGb^ u = V .
dx dx /t.
(5.13)
Applying the weighted-integral to Eq. (5.13) and assuming the weight function O, , we
have
f E3A3<I>, WA - "Gb\ <J>,XXYA - f J *,X O,!/A"j
,=1
J
,=i n^ -,u i=l
<D,
<D,'
U, - E3A3 Jjo;*;/, - G^ j\&,W .= E3A3
fU**u-dx
'2 i=i
Then,
E3A3X C&.&jdx Ui+^-f f\*/M* Ui+aGb^\h^jXdx F, = b2j (5.14)
where
fc2 . = E3A3
-lA
i=l
and
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du d u
d x d x
1*^=37- =e + efcc .
3
For small rotations, = 0 , and considering that the viscoelastic layer stiffness is very
dx
small relative to the structure and piezoelectric, the following assumption is made,
therefore
b2j = E3A3[d>. ej^ . (5.15)
The matrix form of Eq. (5.14) becomes
[K2l)Y + [K22p = 2b2 (5.16)
where
k2Uj = laGbf&jXdx
k22l]=2E3A3jy^idx + ^\yj^dx
From (5.16)
U=[K22]]{2b2-[K2i]Y}. (5.17)
Substituting Eq. (5.17) in (5.8),
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[Mf + {K]~[Ku][K22]][K2l]}Y = b3
[M]? + [K]Y = b3 (5.18a)
where
b3 = bl-[Kl2lK22]'2b2 (5.18b)
[M] = n\"vv'dx (5.18c)
[K] = [Ku]-[Kl2][K22]][K2i] (5.18d)
[Kn] = V"V"'dx + V"''dx (5.1 8e)Jo Jo
[Ku] = c[h<'&dx (5.18f)Jo
[*2l] = [*12J (5.18g)
[K22] = 2E3A3f "o'o"jx+ 2G_I f
"
&dx (518h)Jo h^ Jo
The differential equation, Eq. (5.18), defines the dynamics behavior of the EMSD element
in the y-dimension. It couples the viscoelastic constrained layer with the mechanics of a
piezoelectric ceramic on a beam-like structure.
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The inertial matrix and the stiffness matrix in Eq. (5.18) are evaluated by defining the
shape functions Nr*,- and O, of Eqs. (5.1) and (5.2). For the sake of simplicity, we take
*F , = O, and *F t to be the linear interpolation functions,
T, =1-3f-Y+2
"HfJ+(f
^3 = 3(
.ft>
2
-2
% = -
V
<ft.Hij
(5.19)
Evaluating Eqs. (5.18) with (5.19), substituting the shape function , for the weight
function, , we have
fJ 0 T^ dx
I
#//lTI//'
156 22ft 54 -13ft
/I 22ft
Ah2
13ft
420 54 13/i 156 -22ft
-13ft -22ft
4ft2
"
12 6/i -12
1 6ft
4ft2
-6ft
2ft2
A~7 -12 -6ft 12 -6ft
6ft
2ft2
-6ft
4ft2
(5.20a)
(5.20b)
J, W'dx = ^-30ft
36 3ft -36 3ft
3ft
4ft2
-3ft
-36 -3ft 36 -3ft
3ft -3ft
4ft2
(5.20c)
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5
-ft
-5
h
h
0
ft_
6
5
ft
5
-ft
ft!
6
ft
0
(5.20d)
The force vector has to be defined also. From Eqs. (5.18b), (5.15) and (5.6),
b3j = [XM - XQl -
^[Kn][K22Yl
E3A3[J e^J (5.21)
where E3A3[XF; eetecl is the generalized force P at the piezoelectric boundary, which is
coupled by two stiffness matrices with generalized forces M and Q . Figure 5-5 presents
these forces at node n,, ,+; , which is a boundary between a piezoelectric element e, and a
structure element e,+y. .
_EEfect - 6 0*1V-
Figure 5-5: ^ and F; denote the internal and external bending moments respectively, and f and F,
denote the shear force and external force at node n,,,+/ . The P, force is the axial force in the
piezoelectric component.
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VEquation (5.21) is solved now by evaluating Y, and X From E(l- (5.19),
^(ft)=0 4>2(ft) = 0 %{h) = l %{h) = 0
,(0) = 1 2(0) = 0 ^(0) = 0 *F4(0) = 0
X{h)=0 X{h) = 0 X(h) = 0 X{h) = -
ft
X{o) = 0 x{o) = - X{o) = 0 X{o) = 0
ft
Considering the notation of Figure 5-4 , Eq. (5.21) becomes
b3 =
f
-fy/i
-f3
U/
2[Kn][K22]
0
0
Taking [a] = -2[KU\K22]
then
/, + auP{ + a13P2
~fl/h + 2.Pi + 23P2
~fl + 31P! + 33P2
f.v + a41P, + a43P2
(5.22)
Equation (5.18a) can be expanded now with Eqs. (5.18b - 5.18h), (5.20a - 5.20d) and
(5.22).
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Finite Element Equations for the Main Structure
The structure element equation can be found in the same way herein shown for the
EMSD element. The structure mass matrix [Mse], stiffness matrix [K,e] and force
vector Fje are found to be,
[MJ =_ Ps AA420
156
22ft,
54
-13ft.
22ft,
4ft'
13ft,
54
13ft,
156
-22fc
-13ft,
-22ft,
4ft2
( 5.23)
[*.] =
12 6ft, -12 6ft,
E,I, 6ft,
4ft2
-6ft,
2ft,2
h] -12 -6ft, 12 -6ft.
6ft.
2ft.2
-6ft,
4ft2
(5.24)
The nodal non-conservative force *, of the structure can be derived using the delta dirac
function 5, [13]. For a concentrated force at x = ft,
F(t) = jhF(t)5{x-h)Vdx
F,(t) = F(t) (5.25)
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VCase of study
L= 0.2 m
b= 0.002 m
hl= 0.005 m
h2= 0.0005 m
h3= 0.001 m
E,=E3o=70xl02N/m2
p1=p3=2.7 103kg/m
p2=
103 kg/m
viscoelastic material: 3M-467
shear storage modulus:
loss factor:
log(G2 ) = 8.856 + tanh[log(/ / fiif 5]
r/2 = 1.4 e
-0.175 log(//
1.51
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A cantilever beam has been considered for the analysis of the effectiveness of the EMSD
technique. The finite element solution for the case of study (Figure 5-6) was developed
using
"Mathematica." Appendix A shows the Mathematica files with the corresponding
computer programming. The frequency response is evaluated at node #5 and the
respective optimization is discussed in Chapter VI.
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The optimization of the electromechanical damping technique demands a great amount of
computing resources when a finite element solution is used. Such optimization may
require a large amount of computing time even for powerful computer hardware.
Therefore, the optimization for the case of study was developed and detailed using a small
and simple dynamic absorber equation. A typical dynamic absorber with similar
characteristic behavior to the EMSD is presented in this chapter and it is studied to
understand the nature of its parameters. After this assessment, the case of study using the
EMSD is optimized using a zero-order method and a first-order algorithm.
Typical Dynamic Absorber Optimization
A typical dynamic absorber has been selected to study the effect of its parameters on the
amplitude frequency response of the main system, and is presented in Figure 6-1.
The amplitude of motion for the system if Figure 6-1 is developed in Harris [9] and
presented as
,_J
(g'-/?7-(2fofl)-
*
<5.St
a2-/?2)2-(2^3)2
[(2-^2)(l-i32)-a2i3V]2
+ (2^)2[l
(6.1)
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where
Figure 6-1: Typical dynamic absorber with a auxiliary mass Ma, stiffness ka, and
damping C. The main system is shown with mass M and stiffness k.
CDo, the tuning frequency
8st, the static deflection of the main system
P =
CO
CO 0
, non-dimensional forcing frequency
co.
a =
co o
, a tuning parameter
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col=^
m<>
, the natural frequency of the auxiliary system
Cca
, a damping parameter
c 2 Ik ttiV " a
, critical damping of the auxiliary system
ma
m
, mass ratio.
A family of curves from Eq. (6.1) is presented in Figure 6-2 for various values of the
damping ratio t,. This shows the effectiveness of using a dynamic absorber to reduce the
vibration peak around the main system natural frequency (P=l). The sub-case when c^=0,
no damper, is also shown. Even when the no damping case still reduces the vibration
amplitude of the main system around its natural frequency, it also injects an additional
resonance frequency. Added damping improves the condition around these two natural
frequencies of the new composite system. It can be noticed, that there is an optimum
value of damping between 0.1 and 0.3.
Another relevant phenomenon occurs at point A and B in Figure 6-2. These points are
called fixed points and intercept all curves for different damping ratio values. Their
locations are independent of the value of t, if the ratio of the coefficient of c;2 to the term
independent of t, is the same in both numerator and denominator of Eq. (6.f), Harris [9],
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Figure 6-2: Amplitude of vibration of the main system, from Eq. (6-1). a=l, u=0.1. The
main system natural frequency is tuned to be located at (3=1.
(2a/?)2 (2a/?)2;!-/?2-/?2//]2
(a2-/?2) [(a2-/?2)(l-/?2)-a2/?2/,] (6.2)
This equation is satisfied for two trivial solutions and a non-trivial solution that leads to
p'(\ + tL\-fi2[\ + a2+a2^] + a2=Q
(6.3)
The solution of the Eq. (6.3) gives two values of P that correspond to the fixed points.
Since all curves (a and p. constant) intercept at the fixed points regardless of ,, the
optimum op, is the value that provides a maximum amplitude peak equal to the greater of
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the two fixed points amplitude for an arbitrary ,. The amplitude at a fixed point can be
calculated substituting the corresponding solutions, pi and p2 of Eq. (6.3),in Eq. (6.1),
therefore
fp\,ft>2
1
[l-Pl-Pl/l]
H
(6.4)
Before the optimum damping ratio is derived, the tuning parameter a has to be studied.
Figure 6-3 shows the amplitude of Eq. (6.1) for different values of a. The left peak
amplitude is higher than the right peak for a=l, and the other way around for a=0.6. For
a=0.8, the two peaks are almost equal and it can be observed that the maximum amplitude
peak is a minimum for a given a between 0.6 and 0.8. This optimum value aopt is attained
when the two amplitude peaks are equal. If the peaks are tuned to be at the fixed points,
then the optimum value aopt is attained when
(6.5)
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Figure 6-3: Amplitude of vibration of the main system, from Eq. (6-1). ^=0.1, u=0.5.
The main system natural frequency is tuned to be located at p=l.
From Eqs. (6.5) and (6.4) , and with the fact that the sum of the two roots of Eq.(6.3) is
equal to the negative of the coefficient of p2,
1_
i
(6.6)
a-=[l + /i]
The optimum value of aopt above, gives the same amplitude at the two fixed points. The
^opt can be developed now by tuning the two amplitude peaks to be at the fixed points.
Harris [9] considers two criteria to attain this and derives them as,
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U
opt
2[1 + //] (6.7)
or
5 0/7f
8[l +
(6.8)
Figure 6-4 shows the amplitude using the optimized parameters 4opt = 0.21 and
aopt = 0.9.
Figure 6-4: Amplitude of vibration of the main system, from Eq. (6-1). u=0.1,
aoP,= 0.9. The main system natural frequency is tuned to be located at P=l.
The parameter p is more a design criteria than a parameter to optimize as shown in Figure
6.6. Large mass ratios p enhance the effective range of damping around the resonant
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frequency P=l, but such ratios may not be practical in applications. The addition of
mass (auxiliary mass) on the main system is often restricted by other design factors on the
structure. Such factors are mass dependent such as design space, weight, maximum
permissible stress, design costs, etc. In addition, the selected p value to find ,opt and aopt
becomes the optimum mass ratio p opt. This is concluded from Eqs. (6.6)-(6.8), which are
only dependent on p. If p is changed after optimum values ,opl and aopt are found, then ^
and a will depart from optimum, as it is shown in Figure 6-5. After 4op, and aopt were
calculated for p=l, the parameter p was changed providing the curve family in Figure 6-5.
Nevertheless, the mass ratio p is a tuning parameter that sets the location of the two new
natural frequencies after the auxiliary mass is implemented on the main system.
a
SI
1,
1
a
I
i
\
M1 jl
M=4 j 1 />
r
L 1
% 1 r
m
n
j wu=0-1 1
v[MoPi=I 1 \>* V
A
Non-dimensional frequency, P
Figure 6-5: Amplitude of vibration of the main system, from Eq. (6-1). aopt.=
0.5,. ^opt =0.5 and UoP, =1.
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Figure 6-6 suggests that the greater the value of p, the wider the range of having low
amplitude around the desirable operating frequency. Once again this calls for a design
criteria judgment to determine up to what value of p is practical.
An numerical optimization algorithm is developed now following the theoretical approach
discussed in this section. The algorithm numerically finds the optimum values, aopt,. c;opt,
and p. It is presented in the Mathematica File optifunc.ma in Appendix A.
-a
I
& 20
15
a
is B
"S'| 10
a
I ii I
12 3
Non-dimensional frequency, P
Figure 6-6: Amplitude of vibration of the main system, from Eq. (6-1). cc= 1,
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EMSD Optimization
The finite element method provided the solution of the magnitude of the ratio of the
vertical displacement of node five to the amplitude of the moving foundation, Figure 6-6.
This solution is function a of the forcing frequency/; the electromechanical coefficient k;
the modified electrical damping ratios rx and r2; and the electrical tuning ratios 81 and 82.
This is defined as,
= ^f,kttu,rl,r1,Sl,S2).
The optimum values of the EMSD are approached first by considering the characteristic
equation of the mechanical impedance in Eq. (4.25),
y4+f(822r2+82rl)+y2(82rl822r2+82{l+^ (6.9)
Using Eq. (4.24a), Eq. (6.9) becomes,
^-^/(c^+^r,)-/?2^ (6.10)
The roots or eigenvalues p2j of Eq. (6.10) give the poles of the mechanical impedance of
the EMSD. These values locate the effective damping ranges (damping peaks) in the
frequency domain, shown in Figure 4-6b. The effective damping can be tuned at the
vicinity of the two natural frequencies of the main structure. Tuning is done by setting the
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parameters in Figure 6.10 so that the roots p2, coincide with the square of the natural
frequencies of the main structure. For small values of electrical damping ratios n the
eigenvalues can be approximated by
/?4-/?2(<52(l+//)+<52)+^<52=0 . (6.11)
which provides two independent equations,
P2P2=S28l (6.12)
0[+fi22=o\{\+p)+822. (6.13)
For the sake of simplicity, if the non-dimensional tuning ratios are assumed such as,
5, =82 =8
then
8 =V/?7# (6.14)
P\Pl
m
^^w2--2 <6-15)
Using Eqs. (6.14-6.15), the frequency response is evaluated for small values of electrical
damping ratios. The system is tuned to the first and second natural frequencies of the
main system and the frequency response is presented in Appendix B in Figures B-l - B-10.
The result shows how the frequency response can be modified around two resonant
frequencies enhancing the effective range of the CLD. It shows also the optimum range
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for p and 8, where the vibration amplitude is a minimum Therefore Eqs. (6.14-6.15)
provide effective initial tuning values even when some damping has been considered.
A zero-order optimization, random search, is easy to implement and it is first used to
assess the effect of each individual parameter. The result showed that the parameters n
and 81 have more effect at the right vibration peak, while r2 and 82 have more effect at the
left one. By random search the best values found were k=0.35, 8i=82 =2.48, n = r2 =0.04
and p=4.32. Figures B-l 1 shows the effect of using the EMSD over the CLD for tuning
between the first and second natural frequencies, and Figure B-l 2 shows the EMSD effect
for tuning between the second and the third. It is noticed that the EMSD concept, with a
shunting circuit of second order, enhances the effective damping range of the CLD. The
vibration amplitudes of the tuned frequencies are affected by the EMSD without degrading
the condition at the vicinity of the non-tuned frequency. The tuning shows to be selective
and efficient.
A first order optimization method has been developed also to improve the local minimum
search. Due to the large size of the function g(/,/t,^,r1,r2,51,52), the Steepest Descent
method is modified, keeping the search vector as simple as possible regardless of the
convergence rate efficiency. Also, the objective function has shown potential sources of
discontinuity for certain parameter values. Many of the optimization algorithms use the
evaluation of the objective function gradient to find the searching vector or to improve the
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rate of convergence, but the found discontinuities may cause the algorithm to fail.
Therefore, this thesis only focuses on evaluating the opportunity of optimization as a
particular case of study instead of developing a robust or efficient optimization algorithm
Powerful and reliable optimization methods may be implemented but might require more
computer storage, sophisticated algorithms and large computing time. The file
optifunc.ma in Appendix A presents the algorithm utilized for this final optimization. The
objective function is defined as,
J-fb
g(f,k,p,rvr2,8l,82)df , (6.16)
fa
where /a and/b define a range at the vicinity of an arbitrary tuned natural frequency and the
optimization parameters are k, p, ru r2, 81 , 82. Different types of objective function may
used also to satisfy specific design goals.
The optimum values for tuning between the first and second natural frequency are k=0.8,
81= 0.625, 82 =0.692, rx = 0.04, r2 =0.02 and p=4.3, and the optimum values for tuning
between the second and third are k=0.8, 81= 0.7, 52 =1, r{ = 0.05, r2 =0.06 and p=1.33.
The Figures B-l 1 and B-l 2 show the optimized frequency response curve. This optimum
curve represents a minimum within specific dimension ranges, not necessary a global
minimum. Nevertheless, higher energy dissipation in the power spectrum can be noticed
while using these optimized parameters.
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CONCLUSIONS
The EMSD effective ranges can be tuned effectively to the vicinity of two arbitrary
frequencies. The piezoelectric ceramic shunted with an electrical circuit of two resonant
frequencies provides similar characteristics to viscoelastic materials with effective damping
ranges at the vicinity of the two tuned frequencies. The two targeted vibration peaks were
suppressed more efficiently with the EMSD technique over the CLD treatment, enhancing
the effective range of the viscoelastic material. The EMSD implementation improved the
damping efficiency over the targeted frequencies without degrading the condition around
the non-targeted frequencies. The EMSD treatment was still effective even when the
structure was only partially treated. The EMSD showed that its application can be
extended to resonant shunting networks of higher order.
The piezoelectric ceramic, shunted with a resonant circuit of two DOF, becomes more
viscoelastic-like as the electromechanical coefficient increases (the loss factor increases in
both effective ranges). The non-dimensional electrical tuning ratio has more effect in
shifting the effective damping ranges of the shunted piezoelectric than in modifying the
two damping amplitudes, and so has the electrical stiffness ratio. Damping amplitudes
show to be more sensitive to changes in the modified electrical damping ratio.
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The parameters associated with the network of the piezoelectric capacitance, denominated
by 81 and rj, had more effect on the vibration peak of the higher frequency (the right peak)
while the parameters associated with the second network, denominated by 82 and r2, had
more influence on the vibration peak of the lower frequency (the left peak).
EMSD can be optimized for specific design criteria. The finite element solution required
great amount of computer resources to be optimized. The viscoelastic material damping
was one of the contributors to the complexity of the optimization. The empirical
equations of the viscoelastic material were non-linear and frequency-dependent, which
caused great expansion of the objective function to be optimized.
A typical dynamic absorber, as presented in Chapter VI, can be used to simulate the
frequency response of EMSD treatment to develop and refine the necessary optimization
techniques. Simplification of the characteristic equations of the mechanical impedance
summarized in Eqs. (7.14) and (7.15) provided excellent initial values for the optimization.
The presented optimum tuning parameters are not necessary global optimums but instead
local optima for the specified optimization boundaries. Nevertheless, they showed that the
EMSD implementation can be optimized successfully for a specific design criteria.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
The EMSD technique can be implemented by targeting natural frequencies where the
inherent damping characteristic of the viscoelastic layer is effective, while the shunted
piezoelectric can be tuned to other frequencies where the viscoelastic damping is not as
effective. Higher order shunting circuits can be implemented to tune simultaneously as
many frequencies as needed. The use of a viscoelastic layer in the piezoelectric
application may increase the life of the ceramic material.
The whole structure surface does not have to be completely treated by the EMSD. The
surface area may be minimized also to fit the desired results. The effectiveness of the
location of the treated surface needs to be investigated.
Optimization can be simplified by using non-frequency dependent damping to represent
the viscoelastic material. This can be done by averaging the empirical damping values of
viscoelastic damping over the optimization range.
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AASSEM.MA
This Mathematica File assemblies the element matrices for the finite element algorithms
(*Define desired elements quatity (nelem).
*Define piezo localizations (pielocal),
ej:{eleml,elem3,...*)
Clear[ne,ng,ezero,gzero,el,e2,e3,
p 1 ,p2,p3,h 1 ,h2,h3 ,g,len,b] ;
nelem=4;
pielocal={0};
matstora.ma;
neq=nelem 2 + 2;
dm=(nelem-l)2;
m=Table [0, {neq } , {neq } ] ;
k=Table[0,{neq],{neq}];
(*Assembling total matrix m*)
enum = 1; Do[If[MemberQ[pielocal,enum],
Do[m[[i+d,j+d]]=m[[i+d,j+d]],{i,l,4}, {j,l,4}],
Do[m[[i+d,j+d]]=m[[i+d,j+d]],{i,l,4},{j,l,4}]];
enum++ ,{d,0,dm,2}];
(*Assembling total matrix k*)
enum = 1; Do[If[MemberQ[pielocal,enum],
Do[k[[i+d,j+d]]=k[[i+d,j+d]],{i,l,4},{j,l,4}],
Do[k[[i+d,j+d]]=k[[i+d,j+d]],{i,l,4},{j,l,4}]];
enum-i-i-
,{d,0,dm,2}];
DeleteFile["matresul.ma"];
DeleteFile["matresul.mb"] ;
Save["matresul.ma",pielocal,m,k];
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ABUILDMAT.MA
This Mathematica File builds the piezoelectric element matrices for the finite element
algorithm
(* Building mass and stiffness matrices for the piezo-element (mp,kp) and the simple
element (ms,ks). *)
shapes.ma
constant.ma
(*Calculating Shape Function Intregrals*)
sqqt = lntegrate[n.nt,{x,0,h}];
sq2q2t = Integrate[D[n,{x,2}].
D[nt,{x,2}],{x,0,h}];
sqlqlt = Integrate[D[n,{x,l}].
D[nt,{x,l}],{x,0,h}];
sqlqt = Integrate[D[n,{x,l }].nt,{x,0,h}];
(* mass and stiffness matrices of the piezo element*)
h = hp;
mp = pa sqqt;
kpl 1 = ei sq2q2t + 2 g b h2 abaA2 sqlqlt;
kpl2 = 2abagb sqlqt;
kp21 = 2 aba g b Transpose[sqlqt];
kp22 = 2 e3 b h3 sqlqlt +(2 g b/(hA2)) sqqt;
kp = kpll - kpl2.Inverse[kp22].kp21;
DeleteFi le ["matstora.
ma"
] ;
Save[
"matstora.ma"
,mp,kp] ;
(* mass and stiffness matrices of the simple element*)
Clear[h];
ms = pl hi bsqqt;
ks = el il sq2q2t;
Save["matstora.ma",ms,ks];
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ACONSTANT.MA
This Mathematica File contains the constants terms for the finite element algorithms
Clear[b,h 1 ,h2,h3 ,p 1 ,p2,p3,e 1 ,e2,e3] ;
il=bhlA3/12;
i2 = bh2A3/12;
i3 = b h3A3 / 12;
pa = b (pi hi + p2 h2 + p3 h3);
ei = el il +e2i2 + e3 i3;
aba=l+(hl+h3)/(2h2);
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AFREQRESP.MA
This Mathematica File calculates the eigenvalues of the global matrix.
* Enter h and hp.
* Select Desired matrice extractions.
* Change Variable name "amp".
Clear[ne,ngezero,gzero,el,e2,e3,
pl,p2,p3,hl,h2,h3,g,len,b];
SetDirectory["thesis4"]
matresul.ma;
(*
mr=m[[Range[3,10],Range[3,10]]];
kr=k[[Range[3,10],Range[3,10]]];
mr2 =m[[Range[3,10],Range[l,l]]];
kr2 =k[[Range[3,10],Range[l,l]]];
props2.ma;
h = .06 ;
hp = .02;
Clear[w,f];
(*
mik = Inverse[mr].kr;
lams=Eigenvalues[mik];
StringForm["pielocal=v\ezero=v\ gzero=~, ne=\ ng=vv",
pielocal,ezero,gzero,ne,ng]
w = Sqrt[lams]
(*
amplitud.ma;
Clear[g,gzero,ng,w,f|;
AlgebravReInf
amplitun.ma;
fr=Transpose[{ {0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0} }];
qr=Inverse[-wA2 mr + kr].(wA2 mr2 - kr2);
ampl=qr[[7,l]];
amp1=Simplify[amp 1 ] ;
namp1=Numerator[amp 1 ] ;
damp 1=Denominator[amp 1 ] ;
g=gzero(l +ngl);
namp1=Simplify[namp 1 ] ;
damp 1=Simplify[damp 1 ] ;
DeleteFilef'amplitud.ma"]
DeleteFile["amplitun.ma"]
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ASave["amplitun.ma",pielocal,el,e2,e3,g,ampn]
FREQRESP.MA (cont)
Save["amplitud.ma",pielocal,el,e2,e3,g,ampd]
damp 1=ComplexExpand[damp 1 ] ;
rdamp 1=ComplexExpand[Re[damp 1 ]] ;
ampn=Sqrt[rnamp 1A2+inamp 1A2] ;
ampd=Sqrt[rdamp 1A2+idamp 1A2] ;
ampnl=Simplify[ampn];
props2.ma;
ampl=qr[[7,l]];
Save["amplitud.ma",pielocal,el,e2,e3,g,ampl]
Do[Plot[qr[[i, 1 ]], {w,0,23000 } ,PlotRange ->
{0,.00015},AxesLabel->{"W","Y/F"}],{i,l,7,2}]
Plot[Log[ampl],{f,90,130,AxesLabel->{"hz","Y5/Yr}]
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ARESPONSE.MA
This Mathematica File extracts the response amplitude of the model created by the finite
element algorithms
* Enter h and hp.
* Select Desired matrice extractions.
* Change Variable name "amp".
Clear[ne,ngezero,gzero,el,e2,e3,
p 1 ,p2,p3,h 1 ,h2,h3,g,len,b] ;
SetDirectory["thesis4"]
C:\WNMATH22\THESIS4
matresul.ma;
(*
mr=m[[Range[3,10],Range[3,10]]];
kr=k[[Range[3,10],Range[3,10]]];
mr2 =m[[Range[3,10],Range[l,l]]];
kr2 =k[[Range[3,10],Range[l,l]]];
props2.ma;
h = .06 ;
hp = .02;
Clear[g,gzero,ng,w,f];
qr=Inverse[-wA2 mr + kr].(wA2 mr2 - kr2);
cl=qr[[7,l]];
ByteCount[cl]
140604
cl=Simplify[cl];
nc 1=Numerator[c 1 ] ;
dc 1=Denominator[c 1 ] ;
ncl=Simplify[ncl];
dcl=Simplify[dcl];
g=gzero(l -i-ngl);
nc 1=ComplexExpand [nc 1 ] ;
dc 1=ComplexExpand[dc 1 ] ;
DeleteFile["numerato.ma"]
DeleteFile["denomina.ma"]
Save["numerato.ma",pielocal,el,e2,e3,g,ncl]
Save["denomina.ma",pielocal,el,e2,e3,g,dcl]
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ASHAPES.MA
This Mathematica File contains the shape functions for the finite element algorithms
Clear[h,x]
nl = l-3(x/h)A2 + 2(x/h)A3;
n2 = h ( x/h - 2 (x/h)A2 + (x/h)A3);
n3 = 3 (x/h)A2 - 2 (x/h)A3;
n4 = h (-(x/h)A2 + (x/h)A3);
n ={{nl},{n2},{n3},{n4}};
nt = Transpose[n];
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ATRANSFER.MA
This Mathematica File calculates the transfer function amplitude of the frequency
response.
SetDirectory["thesis4"];
numerato.ma;
denomina.ma;
Algebra"
Relnf
gzero/:lm[gzero]=0;
ng/:lm[ng]=0;
w/:lm[w]=0;
ampn=Abs[ncl];
ampd=Abs[dcl];
props2.ma;
w= N[2 Pi f]
Plot[ampn/ampd, { f,90,700 } ]
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AOPTIFUNC.MA
This mathematica file optimizes the amplitude vibration into a minimum peak value at the
vicinity of an arbitrary natural frequency.
^****************Jyfa^ernajjca ggj^p***************************')
SetDirectory["c:/thesisOO/math/graphs"];
GraphicsvGraphics^
amplitud.ma;
peaks.ma;
ampl.ma;
amp2.ma;
amp3tl20.ma;
amp3tl21.ma;
amp3dwnl2.ma;
amp3drdu.ma;
amp3dudu.ma;
amp3drud.ma;
impedace.ma;
impresit.ma;
imprsnt.ma;
SetOptions[Plot,PlotPoints->8] ;
SetOptions[Plot,PlotDivision->9];
(* optimize [ {objective func.}, {frequency variable}, {damping variable} , {initial damping
value}, {damping step length},{tunig variable} ,{ initial tunig value },{tunig step
length},{natural freq.},{percentage of natural freq. to define the limits of
range } , {maximum number of iteration } ]*)
(* mintwo[{ frequency variable}, {natural freq.}, {percentage of natural freq. to define
the limits of range } , {objective func. } ]*)
(****Function to find the maximum peak of two peaks in the
"frqi"
domain*********)
mintwo[frqi_,wni_,lmtperi_,objfi_] :=
Do[
{lp,lpcord} = FindMinimum[-objfi,
{frqi,wni l-(lmtperi/100)}];
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A{rp,rpcord} = FindMinimum[-objfi,
{frqi,wni l+(lmtperi/100)}];
If[lp<rp,mp=lp,mp=rp] ;
,{!}]
(****Function to find A LOCAL minimum of the "mintwo" funtion *********)
optimize[objf_,frq_,cx_,xO_,dx_,cy_,yO_,dy_,wn_,lmtper_,nitera_] :=
Do[
cx=xO;cy=yO;
Do[
Print["Finding ","xdir"];
xdir=0;
mintwo[frq,wn,lmtper,obj f] ;
Print[lp," ",rp," ",mp," ",cx," ",cy];
ptcmp=mp;
cx=cx+dx;
mintwo[frq,wn,lmtper,objf] ;
Print[lp," ",rp," ",mp," ",cx," ",cy];
ptrmp=mp;
cx=cx-2 dx;
mintwo[frq,wn,lmtper,objf] ;
Printflp," ",rp," ",mp," ",cx," ",cy];
ptlmp=mp;
cx=cx+dx;
If[ptrmp>ptcmp,xdir=dx] ;
If[ptlmp>ptcmp,xdir=-dx] ;Print[xdir] ;
Print["Finding ","ydir"];
ydir=0;
cy=cy+dy;
mintwo[frq,wn,lmtper,objf] ;
Print[lp," ",rp," ",mp," ",cx," ",cy];
ptump=mp;
cy=cy-2 dy;
mintwo[frq,wn,lmtper,objf] ;
Print[lp," ",rp," ",mp," ",cx," ",cy];
ptdmp=mp;
cy=cy+dy;
If[ptump>ptcmp,ydir=dy ] ;
If[ptdmp>ptcmp,ydir=-dy] ;Print[ydir] ;
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APrint["direccion is ",xdir," ",ydir,"from",
" ",cx," ",cy];Print[" "];
cx=cx+xdir;
cy=cy+ydir;
mintwo[frq,wn,lmtper,objf] ;
Print["new value",mp,"at",cx," ",cy];
newmp=mp;
oldmp=ptcmp;
While[newmp-oldmp>0,
cx=cx+xdir;
cy=cy+ydir;
oldmp=newmp;
mintwo[frq,wn,lmtper,objf];Print[cx,"",cy];
Print["newvalue",mp,"at",cx,"",cy];
newmp=mp];
cx=cx-xdir;
cy=cy-ydir;
Print["stopped at ",cx,"
",cy,"
with ",oldmp];
Printf "];
Print["iteration************* "];Print[" "];
,{nitera}];
cxO=cx;
lbc=b/.lpcord;
rbc=b/.rpcord;
midb=(lbc+rbc)/2;
frq=lbc;
eql=N[objf];
frq=midb;
ult=FindRoot[eq 1 -objf, {cx,cxO } ] ;
Print["The optimums are
",ult," ",cy];
Clear[cx,cy,frq]
Ill
BAPPENDIX B
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Brr=rl=r2=0.02
8=S1=52=8(U)
Figure B-l: Frequency response of the system as a function of frequency/and the non-dimensional
electrical stiffness ratio p. It is shown at the vicinity of the first natural frequency.
Figure B-2: Frequency response of the system as a function of frequency/ and the non-dimensional
electrical stiffness ratio p. It is shown at the vicinity of the first natural frequency.
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Br=rl=r2=0.06
5=8,=52=8(n)
Figure B-3: Frequency response of the system as a function of frequency /and the non-dimensional
electrical stiffness ratio p. It is shown at the vicinity of the first natural frequency.
Figure B-4: Frequency response of the system as a function of frequency/ and the non-dimensional
electrical stiffness ratio p. It is shown at the vicinity of the second natural frequency.
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Brr=rl=r2=0.04
5=5,=52=8{u)
Figure B-5: Frequency response of the system as a function of frequency/ and the non-dimensional
electrical stiffness ratio p. It is shown at the vicinity of the second natural frequency.
'r=rl=r2=0.06
5=8,=82=5(n) J
Figure B-6: Frequency response of the system as a function of frequency/ and the non-dimensional
electrical stiffness ratio p. It is shown at the vicinity of the second natural frequency.
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BFigure B-7: Frequency response of the system as a function of frequency /and the non-dimensional
electrical tuning ratio 5. It is shown at the vicinity of the first natural frequency.
Figure B-8: Frequency response of the system as a function of frequency/ and the non-dimensional
electrical tuning ratio 5. It is shown at the vicinity of the first natural frequency.
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BFigure B-9: Frequency response of the system as a function of frequency/ and the non-dimensional
electrical tuning ratio 5. It is shown at the vicinity of the second natural frequency.
Figure B-10: Frequency response of the system as a function of frequency/ and the non-dimensional
electrical tuning ratio 5. It is shown at the vicinity of the second natural frequency.
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Figure B- 1 1 : Frequency response of the system at the vicinity of the first three natural frequencies.
(1) Untreated system, (2) Treated with CLD, (3) Treated with an EMSD element and randomly tuned to
the first and second resonant frequencies, (4) Optimized EMSD element and tuned to the first and second
resonant frequencies with optimized parameters.
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Figure B-l 2: Frequency response of the system at the vicinity of the first three natural frequencies.
(1) Untreated system, (2) Treated with CLD, (3) Treated with an EMSD element and randomly tuned to
the second and third resonant frequencies, (4) Optimized EMSD element and tuned to the second and
third resonant frequencies with optimized parameters.
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